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Flip
"Defining Charm"

by creating in the dark

Opened in 2005, this award-winning consignment store is one of the best
in the area. The delightful collection has a lot of high-end labels at an
affordable price range, and the carefully selected inventory reflects the
current trends. The relaxed ambiance of the store makes you comfortable
and gives ample time to go through the collection and find your pick.
Head to Flip and pick up a Marc Ecko Blazer, or a True Religion Denim,
and walk out in style!

+1 615 256 3547

1100 8th Avenue South, Nashville TN

Grimey's
"Vinyl, CDs, DVDs & Live Music"

by Public Domain

+1 615 254 4801

Music aficionados, rejoice! Grimey's New & Preloved Music on the 8th
Avenue South is a small yet extensive store for vinyl records and CDs. This
music store mainly has a collection of underground indie music, though it
does have select albums from other music genres. If you think that
browsing through a large stack of CDs and records is cumbersome, then
think again, as the collections are neatly shelved and categorized to ease
your shopping experience. Watch out for the live music events and parties
that take place at the shop, which are quite popular among the locals.
Grimey's is a perfect place to shop for your favorite works of your favorite
artists.
grimeys.com/

1604 8th Avenue, Nashville TN

Pre to Post Modern
"Not Your Typical Antique Shop"

by Public Domain

+1 615 292 1958

If you are looking for all things retro, this is the antique shop for you. This
fun and funky store features vintage furniture pieces from the 1950s,
1960s and 1970s, as well as all sorts of American classic kitsch bric-a-brac.
Walking through the doors is like stepping back a few decades into the
colorful tones of retro styles. In addition to furniture and classic
collectibles, the store also offers a fabulous selection of vintage clothes,
shoes and jewelry. This is the kind of shop that might make you say, "Oh, I
had one of those!"
2110 Eighth Avenue South, Nashville TN

by Associated Fabrication

The Hip Zipper
"The Best In "Retro Wear""
The Hip Zipper carries nothing but retro wear. From biker jackets to bell
bottoms, you will find everything you need to make a fashion statement.
This trendy store also sells dinner jackets, ball gowns and costume jewelry
among other items; however, be prepared to do some sleuthing. You must
look closely through the many stacks and racks of clothing to find the real
treasures. The inventory changes quickly, so check back often.
+1 615 228 1942

www.hipzipper.com

1008 Forrest Avenue, Nashville TN
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